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The MCUXpresso Software Development Kit (SDK) is a comprehensive
software enablement package designed to simplify and accelerate application
3
®
®
development with NXP’s Kinetis, LPC, and i.MX MCUs based on Arm Cortex
4
-M cores. The MCUXpresso SDK includes production-grade software with
integrated RTOS (optional), integrated stacks and middleware, reference software, and more.
For more information about the MCUXpresso SDK visit the MCUXpresso SDK homepage.

2 MCUXpresso SDK CMSIS packs introduction
It is recommended to check the latest news, descriptions of problems and their solutions, user experiences with MCUX SDK
CMSIS packs on the NXP community, in the MCUXpresso software and tools community space.

2.1 MCUXpresso SDK DFPs
A DFP provides minimal device support. Installing a DFP provides enough resources to create, compile, and debug MCUXpresso
SDK projects.
The MCUXpresso SDK DFP contains:
• Device header files and system initialization modules
• Startup files
• Linker files
• SVD files
• Flash drivers (for some development tools)
• SDK drivers and utilities
• SDK project templates
The content of the DFP is organized into these CMSIS components:
• Startup, contains a minimal set of sources needed to create and compile MCUXpresso SDK projects
• SDK drivers
• SDK utilities
• SDK CMSIS drivers
• RTE Device SDK project template, contains the RTE_Device.h file required by the CMSIS drivers
• Board SDK project template, contains board, clock configuration, peripherals, and pin mux SDK configuration files with
general implementation
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2.2 MCUXpresso SDK BSPs
A BSP provides support and example projects for NXP evaluation boards.
The MCUXpresso SDK BSP contains:
• Example projects and demo applications
• SDK project templates containing board, clock configuration, peripherals, and pin mux SDK configuration files
implemented for the specific board.

3 Development tools
The MCUXpresso SDK CMSIS packs were compiled and tested with these development tools:
®

• MDK-Arm Microcontroller Development Kit (Keil) 5.30.0.2
• IAR Embedded Workbench for Arm version 8.50.1
The MCUXpresso SDK CMSIS packs were compiled and tested using the Arm::CMSIS pack version 5.4.0.

4 Known issues
4.1 Not possible to download projects to board in IAR Embedded Workbench for Arm IDE
using CMSIS DAP default settings
The MCUXpresso SDK projects created in the IAR Embedded Workbench for Arm IDE cannot be downloaded to the board
using the CMSIS DAP debugger default settings.Workaround: Go to Project > Options > Debugger > Download, enable
Override default .board file, and select the appropriate .board file from {Embedded Workbench installation directory}
\arm\config\flashloader\NXP\. In Debugger > CMSIS DAP > Reset, set the reset source to Software.
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Figure 1. Overriding default flash loader in IAR Embedded Workbench for Arm IDE
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Figure 2. Setting CMSIS DAP software reset in IAR Embedded Workbench for Arm IDE
Alternatively, switch the processor from the CMSIS-Pack variant to the Device variant in the Project > Options > General Options
> Processor variant.

4.2 Not possible to debug K64 and K65 projects in IAR Embedded Workbench for Arm using
P&E micro
In case of the FRDM-K64F, TWR-K64F120M, and TWR-K65F180M boards, the MCUXpresso SDK projects created in the IAR
Embedded Workbench for Arm IDE cannot be debugged using the P&E micro debugger.Workaround: Switch the processor from
the CMSIS-Pack variant to the Device variant in Project > Options > General Options > Processor variant.

4.3 Multicore example project build failure in IAR Workbench (SDKGEN-679)
When building the low_power_cm4 example project on a multicore device, for example, LPCXpresso54114, there is a failure
despite having built the low_power_cm0 project first.
Workaround to this problem
1. Build the project for cm0plus core.
2. Build the project for cm4 core.
3. As there is a wrong path reported for cm0plus binary file.
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a. Open project settings.
b. Go to Linker > Raw binary image.
c. Browse binary file (*.bin) from the cm0plus project located in iar\debug or iar\release subfolder.
4. Then build the project for cm4 core again.

4.4 Build failure with default project settings in MDK
Creating a new project using the New project wizard in MDK causes build issues. Newly created projects based on NXP CMSIS
packs cannot be built using the default project settings. For example, RT1050. The default settings must be changed to select the
scatter file from the NXP CMSIS pack.
To see the default linker settings, see Figure 3

Figure 3. Default linker
To ensure a smooth build process:
1. Uncheck the Use Memory Layout from Target Dialog option in top left corner of the window.
2. Select an appropriate scatter file in the Scatter file selector. For details, see Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Scatter file selector

4.5 Undefined symbol Image$$RW_m_config_text$$Base error when building RAM targets of
example applications in ARM MDK
You may face this issue while building RAM targets of example applications in ARM MDK.
Undefined symbol Image$$RW_m_config_text$$Base
If you see this linker error, then manually modify the RTE_Components.h file:
Change values of the these two symbols from to 0:
XIP_EXTERNAL_FLASH
XIP_BOOT_HEADER_ENABLE
NOTE
Definitions of those two symbols are duplicated in the file.
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